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Language models can be used to create synthetic text that is nearly
indistinguishable from text generated by humans. We empirically
show that patterns in text generated by language models, specifically
GPT-3, go beyond simple surface similarity. They are fine-grained,
nuanced, and accurately reflect many of the complex relationships
between ideas, concepts, and attitudes observed in humans. We
term this property algorithmic fidelity, and argue that its existence
implies that language models can be studied as proxies for human
beings, to be interviewed, polled, and persuaded in simulation to
inform human subjects research. Language models with sufficient
algorithmic fidelity thus constitute a novel and powerful tool to ad-
vance understanding of humans and society across a variety of dis-
ciplines.
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In the machine learning community, a language model such as1

GPT–2 (1), T5 (2), or GPT–3 (3), is a complex conditional2

distribution over natural language that can be used to gener-3

ate synthetic text. When trained at scale, language models4

exhibit a remarkable ability to capture patterns of grammar,5

vocabulary, cultural knowledge, and conversational rhythms6

present in natural language (4–9), and have become so con-7

vincing that the text they generate is largely indistinguishable8

from text generated by humans (3).9

This raises the question: if text generated by a language10

model is indistinguishable from human-generated text, can11

it be studied as if it were human generated? In other words,12

can we treat a language model as a sort of simulator that can13

be used in lieu of human subjects and whose outputs can be14

analyzed to derive insight into humans’ values, opinions and15

behavior? If we could accurately simulate conversations with16

humans, what would that enable? Could we construct diverse17

populations of simulated individuals and see how they respond18

to polls? Could we probe problematic attitudes safely? Could19

we “interview” members of vulnerable or hard-to-reach groups,20

or simulate research studies that cannot ethically be conducted21

in real life? If so, this could potentially revolutionize any field22

that studies human subjects, including political psychology,23

marketing, education, and more.24

We demonstrate that language models are beginning to25

exhibit a new kind of accuracy, which we term algorithmic26

fidelity, that enables their use in these exciting ways. We27

define algorithmic fidelity as the degree to which the complex28

patterns of relationships between ideas, attitudes, and contexts29

within a model accurately mirror those within a population,30

and we propose four criteria to operationalize that fidelity;31

we show that language models are beginning to be capable32

of simulating human opinions, perspectives, and biases with33

such precision that conclusions based on simulated responses 34

hold validity in the real world. 35

When a language model faithfully reflects undesirable pat- 36

terns such as racial bias, gender stereotypes, and political 37

misinformation, scholars term this fidelity algorithmic bias 38

(10, 11). Analysis of such bias has historically focused on 39

efforts to adjust algorithms and training data to mitigate its 40

adverse effects (12–14). 41

In this paper we flip the paradigm, arguing that the patterns 42

contained in a language model—both positive and negative— 43

provide a powerful and nuanced lens into the humans that 44

produced the patterns in the first place. For example, our 45

studies show that the same language model, when provided 46

with appropriate conditioning text, is able to produce outputs 47

that are biased both toward and against specific political ide- 48

ologies. In other words, the language does not contain just 49

one bias, but many biases, and by conditioning it on simu- 50

lated “individuals” with targeted demographic and personality 51

profiles, we are able to explore the patterns of their particular 52

biases in surprising detail. 53

Empirically, we apply GPT-3, a state-of-the-art 175 bil- 54

lion parameter language model, to the domain of politics 55

and partisanship in the USA. We condition GPT-3 on many 56

thousands of sociodemographic backstories derived from real 57

human participants in two large research studies: Rothschild 58

et al.’s “Pigeonholing Partisans" data (15), and the 2016 wave 59

of the American National Election Studies (ANES)(16). We 60

then ask these “silicon” subjects to answer the same questions 61

and complete the same tasks that were required of human 62

participants, comparing human and silicon responses in three 63

increasingly demanding studies, each requiring an additional 64

degree of algorithmic fidelity to replicate human results. 65

GPT-3 passes each test remarkably well. This gives rea- 66

son to hope that language models can be profitably used as 67

models, even if still far from a technical match, for human 68
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Context Sampled completions

I am a strong liberal. I support 
progressive values.  I support 
open immigration and women’s 
right to choose.   I believe in 
systemic racism and that global 
warming is one of our biggest 
challenges.  In 2016, I voted for

Hillary Clinton. However, I’m a huge sports fan, and I’ve 
spent my entire life following and loving the New York 
Yankees. I’m also a huge fan of the New York Giants. I...

Donald Trump, but I didn’t vote for him because I agreed 
with him on all the issues. I voted for him because I didn’t 
want Hillary Clinton to be president. I disagreed with many...

Bernie Sanders in the primaries. I am a member of the 
Democratic Socialists of America. But as a Jewish 
American, I will not be voting for the Democratic...

John Kasich. I haven’t changed my mind on any of those 
issues. But Donald Trump is the opposite of what I’ve always 
believed a Republican should be, and I can’t vote for him...

Hillary Clinton.   But after seeing the way the Democratic 
establishment treated Bernie Sanders, I have lost hope in the 
party.  In 2018, I joined the Democratic Socialists of...

Donald Trump. In other words, I’m a typical Republican 
voter, except that I’m gay. And that’s why I’m leaving the 
Republican Party. I’ve felt increasingly unwelcome in the...

Hillary Clinton, because I believed in her vision for 
America.  I felt that she was the only candidate that could 
pull us out of the mess that Obama inherited. I am a loyal...

Donald Trump. And I have no regrets. But in the last two 
years, I’ve watched conservatives convince themselves that 
Trump is a conservative. And this is a lie. Trump has...

Bernie Sanders.  I am pro-LGBTQ.   But I am also pro-life. I 
am Jewish. I have never been religious. I was raised in a 
secular household, but my Jewishness is intrinsic to me. I...

Donald Trump. I consider myself a Republican. But what 
does that mean these days? I’m not so sure. Which brings me 
to this poll, released today by CBS News and the New York...

I am a strong conservative. I 
support traditional values. I 

think we need a balanced 
budget, limited government, 

and a strong military. I’m 
opposed to abortion and I’m 

skeptical of global warming. In 
2016, I voted for

Sampled completions

Fig. 1. Conditioning GPT-3 on first-person demographic backstories yields plausible voting patterns and additional simulated beliefs and opinions.

cognition, with applications throughout the social sciences.69

They could be used as triage mechanisms for survey design (by70

virtually running and analyzing various alternatives); as a way71

to test persuasive interventions designed to reduce prejudice or72

racism (by virtually testing candidate interventions on virtual73

populations prior to human populations); as part of theory-74

building exercises (by uncovering patterns in virtual responses75

that suggest real-world follow-up studies); or as surrogates76

for humans in situations where acquiring human responses77

would be expensive, infeasible, time-consuming, or unethical.78

Going forward, language models may even provide the op-79

portunity for researchers to “open the black box" of patterns80

and associations that generate specific human attitudes, prej-81

udices, (mis)perceptions, and other conceptual associations82

(17, 18). Such insights could then be used to more effectively83

motivate attitude change and reverse negative biases. Given84

the challenges social scientists have faced in studying these85

topics (19, 20), the potential of this approach is significant.86

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we87

define algorithmic fidelity and propose four criteria to assess88

it; (2) we present the idea of conditioning on first-person89

demographic backstories to simulate targeted opinions and90

biases; (3) we introduce silicon sampling, a methodology by91

which a language model can generate a virtual population92

of respondents, correcting skewed marginal statistics in the93

training data, and (4) we show empirically that, when properly94

conditioned, the GPT-3 language model exhibits algorithmic95

fidelity with respect to American politics and partisanship.96

Of course, language models were never intended for such97

purposes, which raises the question: can we do better with98

language models specifically tuned to a particular application?99

We conclude by highlighting some of the limitations of these100

models, and outline future efforts that could further improve101

their suitability as a standard tool in the social science toolbox.102

The GPT-3 Language Model103

Formally, a language model is a conditional probability distri-104

bution p(xn|x1, · · · , xn−1) over tokens, where each xn comes105

from a fixed vocabulary. By iteratively sampling from this106

distribution, a language model can generate arbitrarily long107

sequences of text. We term x1, · · · , xn−1 the history or con- 108

text. Before it can generate text, a language model like GPT-3 109

requires “conditioning.” This term refers to probability the- 110

ory, in which the likelihood of certain outputs changes de- 111

pending on observed data. Conditioning a language model 112

on different contexts thus reduces the probability of some 113

outputs and increases the probability of others. Given the 114

context x1, x2, x3 =“Can you come”, a language model might 115

assign high probability to x4=“home”, and low probability to 116

x4=“bananas”, but changing a single word in the context to 117

x1, x2, x3 = “Can you eat” reverses that. 118

GPT-3 (3) is a state-of-the-art, 175-billion parameter model 119

published in 2020 by OpenAI. It uses a deep learning model 120

based on the transformer architecture (21) to generate strik- 121

ingly human-like text. For example, in a randomized trial, 122

human evaluators had difficulty distinguishing between gen- 123

uine news articles and synthetic articles written by GPT-3 124

(3). Because GPT-3 samples output tokens probabilistically, it 125

can generate many possible continuations for a given context. 126

Figure 1 illustrates some conditioning contexts comprised of 127

first-person demographic backstories, and multiple sampled 128

continuations generated by GPT-3; it is the fidelity of these 129

continuations we hope to harness. 130

Algorithmic Fidelity 131

We define algorithmic fidelity as the degree to which the com- 132

plex patterns of relationships between ideas, attitudes, and 133

contexts within a model accurately mirror those within a 134

human population. 135

This definition of algorithmic fidelity goes beyond prior 136

observations that language models tend to absorb and then 137

reflect human-like biases from the text corpora used to create 138

them (10–14). Instead, it requires that the high-level human- 139

like output of language models chronicled by others stem from 140

human-like underlying concept associations (22). In our case, 141

this means that given basic human demographic background 142

information, the model exhibits underlying patterns between 143

concepts, ideas, and attitudes that mirror those recorded 144

from humans with matching backgrounds. This underlying 145

similarity is essential to confidently use language models as a 146
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A
Ideologically, I describe myself as conservative. Politically, I am a strong Republi-
can. Racially, I am white. I am male. Financially, I am upper-class. In terms of my 
age, I am young. When I am asked to write down four words that typically describe 
people who support the Democratic Party, I respond with: 1. Liberal 2. Socialist 
3. Communist 4. Atheist. 

Ideologically, I describe myself as liberal. Politically, I am a strong Democrat. 
Racially, I am white. I am female. Financially, I am poor. In terms of my age, I am 
old. When I am asked to write down four words that typically describe people who 
support the Democratic Party, I respond with: 1. Liberal. 2. Young. 3. Female. 4. 
Poor. 

Ideologically, I describe myself as conservative. Politically, I am a strong 
Republican. Racially, I am white. I am male. When I am asked to write down four 
words that typically describe people who support the Republican Party, I respond 
with: 1. Conservative 2. Male 3. White (or Caucasian) 4. Christian. 

Ideologically, I describe myself as extremely liberal. Politically, I am a strong 
Democrat. Racially, I am hispanic. I am male. Financially, I am upper-class. In 
terms of my age, I am middle-aged. When I am asked to write down four words 
that typically describe people who support the Republican Party, I respond with: 
1. Ignorant 2. Racist 3.  Misogynist 4.  Homophobic. 

Describing Democrats Describing Republicans
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Ideologically, I describe myself as conservative. Politically, I am a strong Republican. Racially, I am white. I am female. Financially, I am middle-class. In terms of my age, 
I am middle-aged. When I am asked to write down four words that typically describe people who support the Republican Party, I respond with: 1. People who believe in 
God 2. People who believe in smaller government 3. People who believe in personal responsibility 4. People who believe in the Constitution

Fig. 2. Panel A: Example contexts and completions from four silicon “individuals” analyzed in Study 1. Plaintext indicates the conditioning context; underlined words show
demographics dynamically inserted into a template; bold indicates a sampled completion; blue words are the four harvested words by post-processing. Panel B: a mildly
non-compliant case where GPT-3 generated mini-phrases instead of words.

proxy for human subjects.147

How much algorithmic fidelity in a language model is enough148

for this use? We suggest at a minimum a language model must149

provide strong evidence of meeting the following four criteria:150

Criterion 1 (Turing Test) The ability to generate open-151

ended text indistinguishable from text provided by humans in152

the domain of study.153

Criterion 2 (Backward Continuity) The ability to gener-154

ate responses consistent with the opinions, biases, and sociode-155

mographic information of its input (“conditioning”) informa-156

tion, such that a human who views the responses will be able157

to infer key elements (opinions, biases, etc.) of that input.158

Criterion 3 (Forward Continuity) The ability to generate159

responses that feel like a natural extension of the conditioning160

context provided, reliably reflecting the appropriate form, tone,161

and content prompted by the conditioning context.162

Criterion 4 (Pattern Correspondence) The ability to ex-163

hibit underlying patterns of relationships between ideas, con-164

cepts, and attitudes that mirror those in human-produced data.165

This paper uses these criteria to evaluate the algorithmic166

fidelity of GPT-3 within the domain of public opinion in167

political science. Decades of research in this domain provide a168

robust literature identifying expected relationships between169

political ideas, concepts, and attitudes. We draw on this170

literature to construct and evaluate three studies comparing171

human and synthetic responses.172

Silicon Sampling: Correcting Skewed Marginals173

Applying language models to social science research raises an174

obvious question: how can we compensate for the fact that175

the demographics of internet users are not nationally repre-176

sentative, and that language models are trained on internet177

snapshots acquired at a fixed point in time?178

We propose a general methodology, which we term silicon179

sampling, that corrects skewed marginal statistics of a language180

model. To see the problem and our solution, imagine trying to181

use GPT-3 to assess marginal probabilities of voting patterns182

P (V ). GPT-3 models both voting patterns V and demograph-183

ics BGPT3 jointly as P (V, BGPT3)=P (V |BGPT3)P (BGPT3).184

However, the distribution of backstories P (BGPT3) does not 185

match the national distribution P (BTrue); conclusions about 186

marginal voting patterns P (V )=
∫

B
P (V, BGPT3) will thus be 187

skewed by this difference. 188

To overcome this, we leverage the conditional nature of 189

language models and sample backstories from a known, na- 190

tionally representative sample (for example, the ANES) and 191

then estimate P (V ) based on those ANES-sampled backstories. 192

This allows us to compute P (V |BANES)P (BANES). Thus, as 193

long as GPT-3 models the conditional distribution P (V |B) 194

well, we can explore patterns in any designated population. 195

Study 1: Free-form Partisan Text 196

Our first examination of algorithmic fidelity in GPT-3 involves 197

a silicon replication of Rothschild et al.’s “Pigeonholing Par- 198

tisans" data (15). The Pigeonholing Partisans survey asked 199

respondents to list four words to describe both Republicans 200

and Democrats. Rothschild et al. find that people talk about 201

partisans in different ways, focusing on traits, political issues, 202

social groups, or a combination of all three. Further, people 203

often talk about their own political party in more positive ways 204

than the other party in line with other research on partisanship 205

(23, 24). In this first test, we ask whether GPT-3 can produce 206

lists of four words that are, in the aggregate, indistinguishable 207

from the content of words generated by humans. 208

To accomplish this, we leverage our silicon sampling tech- 209

nique, generating a synthetic dataset by constructing a first- 210

person backstory for each subject in the Pigeonholing Partisans 211

survey, as shown in Figure 2. The backstory describes the 212

demographics of the subject; we combine this with additional 213

text to create the final conditioning text for each individual. 214

Using these texts, we ask GPT-3 to sample new words. Be- 215

cause of the setup of our conditioning text, GPT-3 almost 216

always responds with neatly delineated sets of four words, al- 217

though it occasionally responds with long phrases, mini-essays 218

or nothing at all. Post-processing with regular expressions 219

extracted the final set of four words from each sample. 220

For GPT-3 to generate 4-word lists that mirror human 221

texts requires significant algorithmic fidelity, for it means 222

listing words that in tone, consistency, and content mirror 223

those listed by humans with a particular background. In such 224

tasks, humans naturally list certain types of words together 225
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to indicate overall sentiment. This sentiment should make226

the partisanship of the writer discernible to other humans,227

particularly if it is highly positive, negative or extreme.228

Figure 3 compares some example word lists from our data,229

both human and GPT-3 generated, broken out by partisan230

source. Bubble size represents relative frequency of word231

occurrence; columns represent the ideology of the list writers.232

Qualitatively, both the human and GPT-3 lists look initially233

as political scientists might expect. For example, both GPT-3234

and humans use a common set of words to describe Democrats,235

and rarely use those words to describe Republicans. There are236

subtle differences; for example, the use of the word “people”237

by GPT-3 comes from variants of the mildly non-compliant238

responses highlighted in Figure 2(B).239

To formally analyze this data, we hired 2873 individuals240

through the survey platform Lucid (25) to evaluate the total241

7675 texts produced by human and GPT-3 survey respondents,242

without any indication of which was which. Each individual243

evaluated 8 randomly assigned lists, with each list evaluated244

by three different individuals.245

We presented these study participants with the 4-word lists246

after the following preface: “Consider the following descrip-247

tion of [Republicans/Democrats]:”. We then asked them to248

respond to six prompts in evaluating each list. First, we asked249

them to guess the partisanship of the list writer (Republican,250

Democrat, or Independent). We then asked them to rate the251

list on 5 dimensions: (1) positive or negative tone, (2) over-252

all extremity, and whether the text mentioned (3) traits, (4)253

policy issues, or (5) social groups. Participants then viewed 8254

additional randomly selected lists, were told that some these255

lists were generated by a computer model, and were then asked256

to identify which lists were human vs. computer generated.257

Extensive details on the lists, their writers, study participants,258

and the evaluation criteria given them, can be found in the259

Supplementary Information.260

Using this design, we explore two variations of a Turing261

Test: (1) whether our human evaluators could recognize the262

difference between human and GPT-3-generated lists, and (2)263

whether the content of these lists was evaluated as similar264

across the two sources. This approach moves beyond a typical265

human vs. AI Turing test, even those recently conducted266

by political scientists (26). We evaluate not only whether267

GPT-3 generated text is identifiably non-human, but also268

whether other features of the form and content of the text –269

tone, extremity, use of different content features – are similar.270

These tests speak to Criterion 1 (Turing test) and Criterion 2271

(Backward Continuity).272

We find that GPT-3 passes both versions of the Turing test:273

study participants guessed 61.7% of human-generated lists274

were human-generated, while guessing the same of 61.2% of275

GPT-3 lists (two-tailed difference p=0.44). Although asking276

participants to judge if a list is human or computer generated277

leads them to guess that some lists do not come from humans278

(nearly 40 percent of both kinds of lists fell in this category),279

this tendency does not vary by the source of the list.280

This is particularly interesting given the results of our281

second exploration: whether participants noted any differences282

in list characteristics between human and GPT-3-generated283

lists. To identify these differences, we estimate regression284

models using ordinary least squares, regressing each of the285

5 characteristics by which lists were evaluated (positivity,286
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Fig. 3. Visualizations of statistics of the original Pigeonholing Partisans dataset and
the corresponding GPT-3 generated words. GPT-3 uses a very similar set of words as
humans do.

extremity, and mentions of traits, issues, and groups) on a 287

dichotomous source variable (0 = human, 1 = GPT-3) and 288

a series of control variables recording the gender, ethnicity, 289

income, age, and partisan identity of the original list-writers 290

in the Rothschild et al. data. All models include fixed effects 291

for study participants (recall that each evaluated 8 lists), and 292

clustered standard errors by participants and list (as each list 293

was evaluated three times). 294

While tables of results and further model details can be 295

found in the Supplementary Information, Figure 4(B) plots the 296

predicted percent of all lists (human and GPT-3) evaluated 297

as having each characteristic. The results show a remarkable 298

degree of consistency between human and GPT-3 generated 299

lists in both content and tone, with list characteristics mov- 300

ing together for each trait. For example, human list-writers 301

included more personality traits (e.g. “bigoted,"“moral") than 302

other components (72.3% of lists). So did GPT-3 (66.5% of 303

lists). Less than half of both human and GPT-3 generated lists 304

were evaluated as extreme (39.8% and 41.0%, respectively). 305

This pattern of similarity holds across all 5 characteristics, 306

with all but one characteristic hovering around 50%. The 307

lone exception is “traits." This is exactly the exception one 308

would expect when humans are asked to list four words that 309

describe political ingroups and outgroups (27, 28). It also 310

matches patterns in the original analyses of the human texts 311

(15). That GPT-3 mirrors this exception, and mirrors patterns 312

in all other characteristics, is strong evidence of the depth of 313

algorithmic fidelity it contains. 314
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Fig. 4. Analysis of GPT-3 and human responses from the Lucid survey.

Moreover, as Figure 4(A) indicates, when we drill down315

to greater levels of detail to explore underlying patterns be-316

hind these results, we find that GPT-3 reflects human-similar317

patterns at this level as well (Criterion 4, Pattern Correspon-318

dence). The similarity in the use of positive and extreme words319

by both humans and GPT-3, broken out by the ideological320

subgroup of the list writers, is striking.321

We have shown that (1) study 1 participants could not322

correctly identify human vs. GPT-3-generated lists, and (2)323

that they evaluated the content/characteristics of these lists324

as quite similar. We now assess the degree to which our325

participants were able to use these lists to correctly guess the326

true partisanship of the list writers. Do lists from humans and327

GPT-3 send equally powerful signals for this task?328

To explore this question, we estimate a model similar to329

those just presented, regressing a dichotomous variable identi-330

fying if participants correctly guessed the partisanship of list331

writers (1 = Yes; 0 = No) on the source of the list (GPT-3 vs.332

human) and the same controls. The left-most bars of Figure333

4(B) present the predicted percent correct, by source type.334

Participants presented with lists of words from both sources335

guess the correct partisanship of their writer significantly bet-336

ter than chance (33%, given respondents could guess Republi- 337

can, Democrat, or Independent), providing strong additional 338

evidence in favor of algorithmic fidelity in GPT-3. Participants 339

who saw human-generated lists guessed successfully roughly 340

7.3% more often (60.1% vs. 52.8%) than those who saw GPT-3 341

lists, a statistically significant difference (two-tailed p < .001). 342

However, texts from both humans and GPT-3 exhibit the sen- 343

timent cues necessary to guess the partisanship of the creator 344

of the texts at significant levels. 345

As a whole, study 1 results suggest a high degree of algo- 346

rithmic fidelity within GPT-3, with some noise suggestive for 347

further exploration. Returning to the criteria discussed earlier, 348

we find support for Criterion 1 (Turing Test) and Criterion 349

2 (Backward Continuity) from these data, with some initial 350

evidence for Criterion 4 (Pattern Correspondence). We turn 351

now to the ANES to more fully consider Criteria 3 and 4. 352

Study 2: Vote Prediction 353

Our next two studies draw on the 2016 wave of the ANES, 354

a premier source of data in understanding American public 355

opinion. Administered about every four years, the ANES 356

asks a nationally representative sample of Americans ques- 357

tions on political and social topics and an impressive array of 358

demographic information. 359

With these data, we first consider the degree to which a 360

GPT-3 silicon sample, constructed to match the demographics 361

of 2016 ANES participants, reports a similar distribution of 362

votes for Donald Trump in 2016 as its matching human sample. 363

This requires GPT-3 to generate text from a limited universe 364

of options (vote for Trump or Clinton), but it must do so 365

differently based on the human backgrounds we provide it. It 366

therefore assesses Criterion 3, requiring forward compatibility 367

of GPT-3 in producing a candidate’s name in response to 368

the conditioning text, and Criterion 4, in its expectation that 369

the conditioning texts will produce predictable changes in 370

the probability distribution of vote choice. To demonstrate 371

algorithmic fidelity in this study, GPT-3 must contain human- 372

like patterns of associations, where individuals from different 373

ethnic groups, living in different locations, of different partisan, 374

educational, and other social backgrounds vote differently in 375

ways identified but still debated by political scientists (29–32). 376

Drawing from research on voting in the United States, 377

we used the following ANES variables to condition GPT- 378

3: (1) racial/ethnic self-identification, (2) gender, (3) age, 379

(4) conservative-liberal ideological self-placement, (5) party 380

identification, (6) political interest, (7) church attendance, (8) 381

if the respondent reported discussing politics with family and 382

friends, (9) feelings of patriotism associated with the American 383

flag, and (10) state of residence. Feeding these variables as 384

background to GPT-3 allows us to compare how well a GPT- 385

3 silicon sample replicates the relationships between each 386

variable and vote for Trump in our human sample. 387

We observe a high degree of correspondence between re- 388

ported 2016 two-party presidential vote choice proportions 389

from GPT-3 and ANES respondents. Averaged across the 390

whole sample, GPT-3 reported a 0.457 probability of voting 391

for Donald Trump; the same percentage from the ANES was 392

0.470. These numbers are not statistically different from one 393

another (2-tailed p=0.37). Further, the self-report from the 394

ANES correlates significantly with a binary version of the 395

vote report from GPT-3 (tetrachoric correlation of 0.9). We 396
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Variable Tetrachoric
Correlation

Cohen’s
Kappa ICC Proportionality

Agreement

Whole sample 0.90 0.71 0.83 0.86
Men 0.92 0.74 0.85 0.87
Women 0.90 0.69 0.81 0.85
Strong partisans 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.96
Weak partisans 0.61 0.41 0.57 0.71
Leaners 0.94 0.76 0.86 0.88
Independents 0.46 0.30 0.46 0.65
Conservatives 0.84 0.62 0.76 0.84
Moderates 0.74 0.52 0.68 0.77
Liberals 0.63 0.27 0.43 0.94
Whites 0.89 0.69 0.82 0.85
Blacks 0.60 0.27 0.43 0.93
Hispanics 0.95 0.78 0.88 0.92
Attends church 0.91 0.73 0.84 0.87
Does not attend church 0.90 0.70 0.82 0.86
Very interested in politics 0.94 0.78 0.88 0.89
Not interested in politics 0.70 0.49 0.66 0.75
Discusses politics 0.93 0.76 0.86 0.88
Does not discuss politics 0.76 0.55 0.71 0.77
18 to 30 years old 0.91 0.73 0.84 0.88
31 to 45 years old 0.90 0.70 0.82 0.86
46 to 60 years old 0.92 0.73 0.84 0.86
Over 60 0.91 0.73 0.84 0.87
Californians 0.88 0.56 0.71 0.82
Texans 0.95 0.78 0.87 0.89
New Yorkers 0.96 0.72 0.84 0.87
Ohioans 0.93 0.58 0.72 0.79
Arizonans 0.97 0.83 0.91 0.92
Wisconsins 0.97 0.83 0.91 0.92

Table 1. Various measures of correlation between GPT-3 and ANES
probability of voting for Donald Trump. GPT-3 vote is a binary version
of GPT-3’s predicted probability of voting for Donald Trump, dividing
predictions at 0.50.

dichotomize the GPT-3 vote probability to make it match our397

human comparison point (binary report of voting from the398

ANES); this corresponds with our larger goal of comparing399

GPT-3 responses to parallel human outcomes.400

This same high degree of pattern correspondence occurs401

for various subgroups in the American population, and the402

relationship is robust to multiple metrics. Table 1 presents403

these results. More than half of the tetrachoric correlations404

between the reported vote by GPT-3 and the ANES are 0.90 or405

higher. The proportion agreement column of Table 1 indicates406

high levels of raw agreement between the two reports of 2016407

vote choice. This provides additional evidence for algorithmic408

fidelity, with initial support for Criteria 3 (Forward Continuity)409

and 4 (Pattern Correspondence).410

Study 3: Closed-ended Questions and Complex Corre-411

lations in Human Data412

In our final test, we examine GPT-3’s ability to replicate413

complex patterns of association between a wide variety of414

conceptual nodes. Building on the voting predictions in Study415

2, we expand the set of information outputs we ask GPT-3416

to produce, and use the resulting data to evaluate a more417

complex structure of associations. This is our most rigorous418

evaluation of Criterion 4 (Pattern Correspondence).419

This study represents both a technical and substantive420

research challenge. Absent the naturally self-limiting set of421

Interviewer: What is your gender? Are you “male” or “fe-
male”?
Me: male
Interviewer: I am going to read you a list of four race cate-
gories. What race do you consider yourself to be? “White”,
“Black”, “Asian”, or “Hispanic”?
Me: white
Interviewer: What is your age in years?
Me: 29
...
Interviewer: Which presidential candidate did you vote for
in the 2016 presidential election, “Hillary Clinton”, “Donald
Trump”, or “someone else”?
Me: Donald Trump
Interviewer: Lots of things come up that keep people from
attending religious services even if they want to. Thinking
about your life these days, do you ever attend religious ser-
vices? Please respond with “yes” or “no”.
Me: yes

Fig. 5. An interview-style context used in Study 3. The context is in plaintext; underline
text shows demographic variables dynamically inserted into the interview template;
one possible sampled completion is shown in bold.

likely responses when asking about vote choice in a partic- 422

ular election (i.e. “Donald Trump” vs. “Hillary Clinton”), 423

we develop a method to condition GPT-3 to provide specific 424

responses from a list of options. Additionally, mirroring the 425

widespread and varied use of survey data in social science ap- 426

plications, we push beyond high-level conditional probabilities 427

and explore whether GPT-3 demonstrates algorithmic fidelity 428

in inter-relationships among a variety of underlying attitudes, 429

demographics, and reported behaviors. 430

For this task, we produce an interview-style conditioning 431

template (see Figure 5 as an example). The purpose of this 432

approach is two-fold. First, leveraging the zero-shot learning 433

property of language models (3), the format induces GPT-3 434

to respond to survey questions using short strings of tokens 435

drawn from options provided by the “Interviewer.” Second, 436

the questions incorporated in the conditioning text provide 437

necessary demographic and attitudinal background informa- 438

tion to generate each distinct silicon subject. We generate the 439

conditioning text using responses that humans gave on the 440

2016 ANES to eleven survey questions. We then use GPT-3 441

to predict the response to the twelfth. 442

Using the ANES and silicon data, we calculate Cramer’s 443

V for each combination of survey items in the ANES sample 444

(“Human”), and between the ANES conditioning values and 445

the resulting GPT-3 produced answer (“GPT-3”). Cramer’s 446

V provides a simple summary measure of association that 447

accounts for the variation in base rates in the raw data (33). 448

Figure 6 displays the comparison in Cramer’s V between the 449

two data sources. 450

We find remarkably high correspondence between the pat- 451

terns of associations in human survey data and these same 452

patterns in GPT-3 produced survey data. The mean difference 453

between the Cramer’s V values is 0.03. As can be seen, the 454

Cramer’s V for GPT-3 data is not uniformly high or low, but 455

instead mirrors that of the human data. Where two concepts 456

are not strongly associated in the human data, they likewise 457
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Fig. 6. Cramer’s V Correlations in ANES vs. GPT-3 Data

show little association in the GPT-3 data. The converse is also458

true. And while there is variation in Figure 6 in terms of how459

precisely the patterns of relationships in GPT-3 match those460

in the ANES, the overall pattern is a stunning correspondence461

between GPT-3 and the ANES in the vast majority of cases.462

The few instances where GPT-3 does not match patterns in463

the ANES as closely provide interesting starting points for464

future research.465

The results of this test provide compelling evidence for466

Criterion 4 (Pattern Correspondence). GPT-3 reproduces467

nuanced patterns of associations not limited to aggregated468

toplines. When provided with real survey data as inputs,469

GPT-3 reliably answers closed-ended survey questions in a470

way that closely mirrors the pattern of answers given by human471

respondents. The statistical similarities extend to a whole set472

of inter-correlations between measures of personal behaviors,473

demographic characteristics, and complex attitudes.474

Conclusion475

Results from these three studies provide strong initial evidence476

for the depth of algorithmic fidelity in GPT-3. They suggest477

support for all four of our criteria and, at the same time, raise478

a host of questions to be explored and additional applications479

for future research.480

For example, our group has explored algorithmic fidelity481

in language models in the context of persuasive interventions,482

modeling mixed affect, the effect of racial animus on voting483

patterns, and populist rhetoric; preliminary results suggest484

that GPT-3 performs well in these applications. Although485

GPT-3 was not trained specifically for political psychology, it486

implicitly models an astounding level of detail. We wonder:487

can we do even better with custom language models tuned to488

specific applications, or trained on carefully curated datasets?489

A language model can also be queried, inspected, and490

evaluated in ways that are impossible with human subjects,491

opening up new avenues of study. For example, one might use492

language models to simulate responses from a large number493

of “individuals” who have changed a problematic attitude494

(say racism or homophobia), as well as an equal number of495

language model responses from those who have not changed.496

An exploration of activation patterns within the language497

model’s neural network could be used to differentiate the two498

groups at a level of detail unavailable using human subjects. It499

may even be possible to run the model “backward," beginning500

with text that exemplifies a desired attitude to discover which 501

conditioning prompts would have produced the change. 502

But work remains to establish a fully formed methodology 503

using language models as part of social science research. For 504

example, in all of our analyses, none of the point-estimates 505

from human and GPT-3 generated data match exactly. This 506

is to be expected: were we to draw another human sample 507

and ask them the same questions from our studies, we would 508

expect variations between samples of at least the magnitude 509

we have observed. The same would be true if we generated and 510

compared another GPT-3 sample, as GPT-3 is also stochastic. 511

We believe that the striking similarity in human and GPT-3 512

responses warrants additional exploration regarding how to 513

specifically quantify degree of algorithmic fidelity, which will 514

require joint collaboration across scholars. 515

Future work will also need to explore the impact of tempo- 516

rality on language model use. Can a language model trained 517

in 2019 accurately provide insights into society in 2021? Under 518

what conditions, and within which bounds? We have initial 519

results suggesting yes: by conditioning GPT-3 on “types” of 520

events/individuals, and feeding it specific event information, 521

we find it does well at exploring 2021 patterns. But more work 522

needs to be done on this front. 523

Additional work will be needed to explore other large ques- 524

tions, such as: where does algorithmic fidelity in language 525

models break down? How might one quantify when there is 526

“enough” fidelity for a specific test? What are best practices for 527

exploring the patterns within language models’ responses, and 528

to what extent are these patterns similar to those identified in 529

work by cognitive scientists? Can identifying these patterns 530

help scholars craft increasingly effective interventions in the 531

pursuit of goals like prejudice reduction, depolarization, and 532

conflict resolution? And if they can, what are the ethical obli- 533

gations of scholars when working with tools with the expansive 534

efficiency and influence provided by language models? 535

As language models improve, they will become an increas- 536

ingly common tool in the social science toolbox. The methods 537

and results presented here suggest promising paths towards 538

this end, and highlight the potential of language models to 539

transform the exploration of social outcomes across fields. 540
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